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1.  Opening  
 
Chair Karau opened the meeting at 9:30 a.m.  He confirmed that a quorum was present and asked the 
members, staff, and guests to introduce themselves.   
 
Beginning in January, Glenn Guempel, a Standards Architect with the U.S. Geological Survey 
(USGS) will serve a 120-day detail in the role of BGN Executive Secretary for Domestic Names. 
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Karau spoke briefly about the roles of BGN members, deputy members, and the Domestic Names 
Committee (DNC) staff.  He noted that the DNC makes its decisions in accordance with its 
Principles, Policies, and Procedures, and that, accordingly, these decisions are defensible.  He 
reviewed the procedures regarding revisiting a decision and stated that due to the thorough work 
done by the DNC staff, such occurrences are rare.  In that regard, it is the role of the members to 
decide if there is new evidence that would warrant a second vote. 
 
The BGN’s bylaws stipulate that DNC meetings be run according to “Robert’s Rules of Order, 
revised, unless otherwise provided.”  He suggested that because of the format and scope of DNC 
meetings, a motion should be made at the beginning of each meeting to relax the rules.  This would 
allow the committee to be more flexible in its discussions and would reflect how the meetings are 
typically run; that is, there is a presentation of the material, followed by a call for a motion and 
second, further discussion, and the vote.  There is no need or desire to change how the meetings are 
run.  Karau’s only modification to the proceedings is to request that the meetings conclude at noon.   
 
Runyon and members mentioned the recent informal discussions.  Karau said the primary action 
items involve (1) a revision of the geographic name proposal form (online and conventional), which 
should result in more complete applications, and (2) establishing a process to vet proposals that are 
lacking in details or justification prior to the staff’s review process.  He noted that the DNC staff 
should have the authority to determine if a proposal is acceptable and if additional information is 
needed. 
 
2.  Minutes of Meeting 818 
 
The minutes of Meeting 818, held 10 October 2019, were approved with minor edits. 
 
3.  Reports 
 
3.1  BGN Chairman (Wallace) 
 
Several BGN members and staff will be attending the 33rd joint meeting between the BGN and the 
Permanent Committee on Geographical Names for British Official Use (PCGN) to be held in 
London, 18-22 November 2019.   
 
A recent report on WTOP radio mentioned the possibility of renaming parts of Crystal City, 
Potomac Yards, and Pentagon City in Arlington County, Virginia as National Landing, related to the 
upcoming construction of Amazon’s second headquarters. 
 
Wallace is looking into commissioning an order for new BGN shirts; several members and staff 
expressed an interest. 
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3.2  BGN Executive Secretary (Runyon) 
 
The next meeting of the Foreign Names Committee (FNC) will take place on Tuesday, 10 
December, at the National Geospatial-Intelligence Agency (NGA) in Springfield, Virginia.  This will 
be the 400th FNC meeting.  All members are invited to attend.   
 
In early October, the BGN approved the name Mount Yost for a previously unnamed summit in 
Antarctica in recognition of Lou Yost, former Executive Secretary for the BGN and for Domestic 
Names.  During a visit by Yost to the BGN offices at the end of October, staff made an informal 
presentation of the approval letter and a commemorative plaque.  A photograph of the summit is 
being prepared by the Polar Geospatial Center.   
 
Runyon thanked Ranieri and Hammond for joining the BGN as deputy members representing the 
Library of Congress and USGS, respectively.  Monique Fordham recently stepped down from her 
role as deputy member from USGS but will continue to serve as an advisor to the BGN.  
 
The Kiowa Room at the Department of Interior has been reserved for the DNC monthly meetings 
and the Full Board quarterly meetings for calendar year 2020, with the exception of the April Full 
Board, which will be held in the North Penthouse meeting room.  Runyon extended an invitation to 
any member agency to host one of the quarterly meetings.   
 
3.3  Special Committee on Communications (SCC) (Forrest) 
 
Forrest attended the 399th Foreign Names Committee (FNC) meeting.  
 
Forrest requested that reports for inclusion in the Fiscal Year 2019 BGN Annual Report be 
submitted by 30 November so that she can prepare a draft for review at the 12 December DNC 
meeting.  She is hoping that the BGN can vote electronically to approve the report by the end of 
December. 
 
Following completion of the Annual Report, the SCC will begin its review of the informational 
documents that are posted on the BGN Resources web page.  The content will be updated and the 
format standardized.  
 
There was discussion regarding moving the documents and videos related to the BGN’s 125th 
anniversary symposium from the FNC page to the BGN homepage.  McCormick and Forrest will 
coordinate the effort. 
 
The SCC is expected to hold a meeting prior to the April 2020 Full Board meeting, and all are 
welcome to attend. 
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3.4  Executive Secretary (Runyon) 
 
On 13 November, DNC staff met to review the recent informal policy and procedure discussions, 
and to discuss which of the action items could be worked on before Guempel’s detail begins in 
January.  It was agreed that updated content and document management systems are needed, and that 
the online proposal form needs to be improved.  The former may require assistance from the USGS 
National Geospatial Program because the DNC staff does not have the time or ability to work on this 
in addition to their normal duties.   
 
The Department of the Interior is transitioning from Google to Microsoft Office for email, cloud 
document storage, and other services.  The USGS Core Science Systems Program, under which the 
DNC staff is included, will be migrated on 11 December 2019 and it is possible there will be 
residual technical issues.   
 
Runyon received an inquiry about the process for naming 30 currently unnamed waterfalls in Idaho.   
 
The proponent of the 25 names for features in and close to the Newberry National Volcanic 
Monument (NNVM) (Oregon) that were recently approved by the DNC has submitted a second 
batch of 26 names to the Oregon Geographic Names Board (OGNB).  She coordinated with local 
American Indian tribes to select appropriate native names for these features.  The OGNB will likely 
vote on these names at its meeting to be held during the annual meeting of the Council of 
Geographic Names Authorities (COGNA), scheduled for June 2020 in Portland, Oregon.   
 
The OGNB has completed a draft agenda for the COGNA meeting.  The focus will be native names 
and tribal issues.  There will be a panel discussion of these topics and the OGNB is asking if any 
BGN members would be interested in sitting on the panel.  They also would welcome a presentation 
on the DNC’s Tribal Geographic Names Policy.  COGNA will not be reserving a block of hotel 
rooms for the meeting but has prepared a list of lodging options within walking distance of the 
Oregon Historical Society.   
 
Karau questioned whether there is an authoritative source that could be used to define feature types.  
The first batch of names proposed for features in the NNVM region included several with the 
generic term “Butte” for volcanic cinder cones.  These features do not meet the strict geographic or 
geomorphologic definition of a butte, which is a flat-topped or nearly flat-topped elevated feature 
that is taller than it is wide.  Despite widespread use of the generic term in Oregon for features that 
are not conventional buttes, some DNC members voted not to accept the names because of the 
perceived misclassification (the names were subsequently approved).  Staff noted that the 
Geographic Names Information System (GNIS) comprises 65 broad feature classes; features within 
each class may include one of a number of generic terms.  For example, a “summit” in GNIS could 
be named a Hill, Mount, Mountain, Peak, Point, Mesa, Butte, Cone, Rock, Knob, etc., while a 
“stream” could be named River, Brook, Run, Branch, Creek, Fork, Slough, Kill, Bayou, and so on.  
This grouping of similar features allows for easier searching, such as when the database user does 
not know the specific generic term.  Karau suggested locating a source that could be used to exclude 
proposals where the name does not match the feature type and as a means of standardizing 
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orthography of geographic names, especially as the definition of features is not within the BGN’s 
mission.  Staff noted that local use of a name should take priority over any strict definition of a 
feature, and that throughout the Nation there are exceptions to “naming rules.”  For example, the 
staff was asked just this week about streams in the Baltimore area that include the generic “Falls.”  
Research showed that the term “falls” was used in the early European exploration of the upper 
Chesapeake Bay for streams that cross the Fall Line before emptying into tidal streams.  If a 
community supports a generic term that does not strictly align with the feature type, it is not the role 
of the DNC or its staff to contradict local use or preference.  If a proposed name includes a generic 
term that is not in common use in the area, the staff will ask the proponent to address the matter.  
Several members agreed with the staff’s observations, and that it is not practical to try to apply strict 
rules to the names landscape. 
 
The California Advisory Committee on Geographic Names (CACGN) met at the end of October and 
heard presentations on the name To Kalon Creek, which was approved by the BGN in 2017 for a 
previously unnamed stream in Napa County.  Constellation Brands, Inc., which holds the trademark 
for “To Kalon” for its wine products, has objected to the BGN’s decision, stating that it infringes on 
their trademark.  Attorneys representing Constellation Brands, Inc. and the original proponent of To 
Kalon Creek both presented their cases at the CACGN meeting.  CACGN will discuss at its next 
meeting whether to revisit its previous recommendation of support for the name To Kalon Creek.  
Because of the length of the presentations, the CACGN was not able to review the remaining 
proposals on its agenda, and as such, is expected to schedule another meeting early in 2020.   
 
A member of the Confederated Tribes of the Grand Ronde Community of Oregon, who proposed the 
name Nestucca Bobb Creek (BGN 2019), is exploring the possibility of establishing a committee to 
research and propose changes to the remaining names in Oregon that contain the word “Squaw.”  He 
plans to work with tribes in Oregon and with local communities to find suitable replacement names 
and is hoping that all of the names can be changed within the next year.  He intends to apply for a 
grant to fund the effort and is seeking letters of endorsement from the OGNB and the DNC.  After 
some discussion, the members determined it would not be appropriate to specifically endorse the 
project or any specific proposals, but that support for the process could be expressed, with the 
understanding that the OGNB and the DNC will vote on each name on its own merits.  It was 
suggested that the individual would be better served by seeking endorsement from tribes in Oregon.  
In addition, the DNC staff could prepare a summary of past decisions that changed names with the 
word “Squaw.”  
 
Following the completion of Quarterly Review List 437 in early October, a notice was sent on 11 
October to the leadership of all 573 federally recognized tribes and to the approximately 180 Tribal 
Historic Preservation Officers recognized by the National Park Service. 
 
Runyon provided an update on the recent proposals to change the name of Negro Mountain in 
Pennsylvania and Maryland, and reported that some local responses against the proposed changes 
have already been received.   
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Runyon and Flora will participate in a USGS-Census Bureau Oversight Management Meeting on 3 
December and will give a presentation on how the Census Bureau works with the BGN and GNIS 
staff to maintain Census codes and the names of civil divisions, and how it addresses the use of 
writing marks in its products.  McCormick is assisting in the preparation of material for the meeting.  
 
The DNC staff has received some counterproposals in response to those submitted as a result of the 
online video from the Netflix show Patriot Act with Hasan Minhaj, which encouraged viewers to 
submit changes to names that included words they found offensive.  So far, there has been 
considerable involvement by local communities.  Salz mentioned that he has been asking U.S. Fish 
and Wildlife Service refuge managers to review those proposals in which they have an interest and 
that this has proven to be a valuable educational opportunity for both him and them.  When refuge 
managers ask about updating signs to reflect recent DNC decisions, Salz instructs them to do so 
during the normal replacement cycle. 
 
Runyon announced that Donald J. Orth, former DNC Executive Secretary, passed away on 30 
October at the age of 94.  Orth compiled the Dictionary of Alaska Place Names and the BGN’s 
Diary of Actions, Policies, and Events: 1890-1900.  Several DNC members recalled meeting him at 
the BGN’s 125th anniversary symposium.  His obituary was published in The Washington Post and a 
memorial service will be held at First Presbyterian Church of Arlington on 16 November.   
 
BGN member and deputy member (re)appointment letters are still being reviewed by the USGS.  
Additional biographical details are required by the White House for all new and current members.  
Wallace sent an email to all members about this in October. 
 
The meeting adjourned for a ten-minute break. 
 
3.5  Staff (Runyon) 
 
A decision on the proposal to apply the new name Lorelei Swamp was deferred at the October DNC 
meeting.  At that meeting, Salz offered to ask the manager of the nearby wildlife refuge if he wished 
to comment on the proposal and expects to have a reply in time for the December DNC meeting.  
Meanwhile, the proponent has submitted an amendment to propose the name Lorelei Distributary 
instead, citing local objection to the generic term “Swamp.”  The staff will inform him that the DNC 
will proceed with the original proposal, and that if it is not approved, he would be welcome to 
proceed with Lorelei Distributary.  It was noted that there are no other features in GNIS with the 
word “Distributary” and that the term typically refers to a branch of a stream that flows away from 
the main flow and that it is generally found in deltas.  As such, it would likely not be appropriate for 
a swamp through which water flows. 
 
Runyon asked members to discuss the request by Mr. Clark Ashton for the DNC to revisit its August 
2019 decision not to approve the name Druid Hill for a summit in DeKalb County, Georgia.  Mr. 
Ashton made a presentation to the DNC at its October meeting, during which he noted that the name 
has the support of numerous local residents, and stated his belief that the opposition from the 
Georgia State Names Authority (SNA) was based on a misrepresentation of the facts and a lack of 
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understanding about the relationship of the Druid Hills neighborhood to the surrounding area, as 
well as the history of the Druid Hills name.  He suggested that more attention was given to his art 
and his property than to the geographic feature itself.  Prior to this meeting, DNC members were 
provided copies of Mr. Ashton’s presentation, along with other documents and comments that he had 
submitted. 
 
The members were asked if they found any new evidence that was not known or available at the time 
of the original decision.  It was noted that neither the county nor the SNA had changed their 
opinions, nor did they wish to revisit the matter.  The staff has received additional emails of support 
from individuals who live on or near the hill.  Runyon reminded the DNC that additional support 
from individuals, however compelling, is not in itself new evidence.   
 
Karau asked for discussion.  Some members responded that Mr. Ashton’s presentation was 
compelling and that it raised some skepticism about the confusion about the name and its 
application.  They felt that the proponent was too easily dismissed and that the additional arguments 
and material were compelling even if the name is tied to his art and its message.  As such, a member 
suggested the proposal should be given another hearing.   
 
A motion was made and seconded to revisit the Druid Hill decision.     
 
Several members stressed that the DeKalb County Commissioners and the SNA have had a chance 
to revisit their recommendations and decided to let their original recommendations stand.   
 
The chair called for a vote on the motion. 
 
 Vote:     5  in favor 
                9  against 
                0  abstentions 
 
The motion failed and the decision not to approve the name Druid Hill stands. 
 
3.6  GNIS and Data Compilation Program (McCormick) 
 
McCormick is working on gathering information to prepare a proposal to the USGS Data Product 
Review Board (DPRB) regarding the maintenance of administrative features in GNIS.  This is an 
internal process control that NGP has instituted to ensure data management protocols related to the 
database are met. 
 
Appendix G of the DNC’s Principles, Policies, and Procedures, which lists the characters approved 
for use in official geographic names, has been updated.  The list now includes characters that are 
needed by the Census Bureau to correctly display names of features on Ho-Chunk Indian Nation 
trust lands.  These names were accepted as submitted by the Ho-Chunk Nation in accordance with 
the DNC’s Tribal Names Policy.  McCormick reminded the committee that an updated version of the 
approved character list is available upon request.   
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Membership updates on the BGN website have been completed. 
 
Salz commented that he has noted issues with a large number of GNIS entries for features in Hawaii.  
He and McCormick will discuss the matter. 
 
Developers will soon begin updating the processes for GNIS file creation and distribution, along 
with other GNIS operational updates.  This will include the entries for Antarctic feature names.   
 
A member of the GNIS staff has left for another position within the National Geospatial Technical 
Operations Center.  At this point, there is one staff person working on GNIS QA/QC and two are 
working on the landforms collection effort.  McCormick is reviewing resumes for Pathways student 
interns.   
 
McCormick was interviewed by a former USGS mapping center chief regarding geographic names 
for a quarterly newsletter for mapping division retirees. 
 
4.  Docket  
 
Please refer to the attached Docket for a description of each proposal.  For new names approved at 
this meeting, the newly assigned GNIS Feature ID (FID) has been noted following the name.   
 
I. Staff-Processed New Names, and Name and Application Changes agreed to by all 
interested parties - none 
 
Change Saginaw Bay (FID 1414401) to Skanáx̱ Bay, Alaska (Tongass National Forest) (Review 
List 436) 
 
A motion was made and seconded to approve the change.   
 
 Vote:   14  in favor 
                0  against 
                0  abstentions 
 
II. Disagreement on Docketed Names  
 
Benny Hill, California (Review List 435) 
 
A motion was made and seconded not to approve the name, citing the negative recommendation of 
the State Names Authority and a lack of association between the intended honoree and the feature. 
 
 Vote:   14  in favor 
                0  against 
                0  abstentions 
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Pickering Creek, Ohio (Review List 429) (FID 2804928) 
 
A motion was made and seconded to approve the name. 
 
 Vote:   14  in favor 
                0  against 
                0  abstentions 
 
III. New Commemorative Names and Changes agreed to by all interested parties 
 
One member left the meeting. 
 
Carney Run, Maryland (Review List 436) (FID 2804967) 
 
A motion was made and seconded to approve the name. 
 
 Vote:   13 in favor 
                0  against 
                0  abstentions 
 
 
Meshach Run, Maryland (Review List 436) (FID 2804968) 
 
A motion was made and seconded to approve the name. 
 
 Vote:   13 in favor 
                0  against 
                0  abstentions 
 
IV. Revised Decisions  
 
Change application of Mount Logan, Alaska (BGN 1960) (FID 1405590) (Review List 436) 
 
A motion was made and seconded to approve the change. 
 
 Vote:   13 in favor 
                0  against 
                0  abstentions 
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V.  New Names agreed to by all interested parties 
 
Gorgon Spire, Alaska (Tongass National Forest) (Review List 435) (FID 2804969) 
 
A motion was made and seconded to approve the name. 
 
 Vote:   13 in favor 
                0  against 
                0  abstentions 
 
Spur Creek, Florida (Florida National Scenic Trail / Palatka-to-Lake Butler State Trail / Santa Fe 
Swamp Conservation Area) (Review List 434) (FID 2804970) 
 
A motion was made and seconded to approve the name. 
 
 Vote:   11 in favor 
                1  against 
                1  abstention 
 
Cedar Rock Lake, Charis Lake, and Golden Valley Lake, Tennessee (Review List 435) (FIDs 
2804971, 2804972, 2804973) 
 
A motion was made and seconded to consider these three names as a group. 
 
 Vote:   12  in favor 
                0  against 
                1  abstention 
 
A motion was made and seconded to approve the names. 
 
 Vote:   12  in favor 
                0  against 
                1  abstention 
 
5.  Other Business 
 
Karau noted that he had made an abstract of details from the DNC’s Principles, Policies, and 
Procedures that highlighted some items.  He will send this to members for their review. 
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6.  Closing 
 
The meeting adjourned at noon.   
 
The next Domestic Names Committee meeting will be held 12 December 2019, at 9:30 a.m., at the 
Department of the Interior, Kiowa Room. 
 
       (signed)    
  
       _______________________ 
       [vacant] Executive Secretary 
 
APPROVED 
(signed) Michael Karau 
 
_______________________ 
Michael Karau, Chair 
Domestic Names Committee 
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U.S. BOARD ON GEOGRAPHIC NAMES 
DOMESTIC NAMES COMMITTEE 

DOCKET 
November 2019 

 
I. Staff-Processed New Names, and Name and Application Changes agreed to by all interested parties 
 

Change Saginaw Bay (FID 1414401) to Skanáx̱ Bay, Alaska 
(Tongass National Forest) 

(Review List 436) 
https://geonames.usgs.gov/apex/gazvector.getesrimap?p_lat=56.8855556&p_longi=-
134.2044444&fid=1414401 
 
This proposal is to change the name of Saginaw Bay in Prince of Wales-Hyder Census Area to Skanáx̱ Bay.  
It was submitted by State Representative Jonathan Kreiss-Tomkins and Dawn Jackson, the Executive Director 
of the Organized Village of Kake, a federally recognized Alaska Native village.  
 
The current name references the USS Saginaw, which in February 1869 shelled and destroyed several Kake 
villages and campsites.  No direct deaths from the shelling were recorded (although oral Kake history records 
the death of one elderly woman who stayed in the village on the bay), but the loss of food and shelter led to 
many deaths during that winter.  Survivors were forced to join other communities, and many settled in the 
area of present-day Kake.  The proposal states that the current name is “overtly offensive,” “an affront,” and 
“a source of great discomfort” to the local and regional Tlingit community, indigenous communities in 
southeast Alaska, and the Organized Village of Kake and the City of Kake.  
 
The proposal states that the traditional and original Tlingit name Skanáx̱ has been used since “time 
immemorial” and that it “likely refers to the name of a village on the eastern shore of the bay.  That village 
was inhabited by people known as the Skanax̱. ádi (People of Skaná ̱x).”   Skanax̱. Ádi is also translated as 
“People of the Noisy Beach.”  The meaning comes from a Tlingit story about Raven, which is recorded in the 
1909 Tlingit Myths and Texts:  “Coming to a large bay, Raven talked to it in order to make it into [make it just 
like the] Nass [River]. . . but, when the tide was out great numbers of clams on the flats made so much noise 
shooting up at him that his voice was drowned, and he could not succeed.  He tried to put all kinds of berries 
there but in vain.  After many attempts, he gave it up and went away saying, ‘I tried to make you into Nass, 
but you would not let me.’  So you can be called Skana’x [Skanáx].” 
 
A 2019 paper titled “Raven’s Work in Tlingit Ethno-geography” contains the following statement:   
“[Raven’s] human descendants still. . . collect intertidal resources at Skanáx (Noisy Beach, in Saginaw Bay, 
where Raven found the squirting bivalves cacophonous. . . .”  All other sources conflate the name Skanáx 
with Saginaw Bay, not a location in or on the bay.  An undated post on the Discovery Southeast website about 
the 2012 book Haa L’éelk’w Hás Aani Saax’ú: Our grandparents’ names on the land notes:  “Favorite and 
Saginaw Bays were named for steamships that destroyed Xootsnoowú and Kéex’ Kwáan villages.  These 
insults top the list of names we now can restore to Tlingit:  Wankageey, bay on the edge; and Skanáx Aaní, 
noisy beach country, respectively.”  The 1998 volume Haa Aaní / Our Land: Tlingit and Haida Land Rights 
and Use reports that “Witnesses from Kake itself reported the aboriginal use and occupancy of this territory in 
considerable detail.  Concerning Saginaw Bay, one witness stated: ‘Saginaw Bay is called Skanáx. . . .’”  
Major General Oliver Otis Howard reported a “bay called Saganaw” in his 1907 My Life and Experiences 
Among Our Hostile Indians. 
 

https://geonames.usgs.gov/apex/gazvector.getesrimap?p_lat=56.8855556&p_longi=-134.2044444&fid=1414401
https://geonames.usgs.gov/apex/gazvector.getesrimap?p_lat=56.8855556&p_longi=-134.2044444&fid=1414401
https://geonames.usgs.gov/apex/gazvector.getesrimap?p_lat=56.8855556&p_longi=-134.2044444&fid=1414401
https://geonames.usgs.gov/apex/gazvector.getesrimap?p_lat=56.8855556&p_longi=-134.2044444&fid=1414401
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Commander Richard Worsam Meade, III captained the steamer USS Saginaw in 1868 and 1869.  In his report 
in Hydrographic Notice No. 13, he noted on February 14 that the ship reached “Saginaw Bay” to “punish [the 
Kake people] for the murder of two white men under circumstances of great brutality.”  On February 15 he 
wrote:  “At 10 am, after having burned all but one house in the settlement at Saginaw Bay . . . proceeded to 
the main Kekou village on the northwest end of Kuprianoff Island. . . .  We anchored within 500 yards of the 
village, which contained about 20 houses, some of them built with great care. . . .  This village has been in 
existence a great many years. . . having destroyed the village very completely, returned at 2.35 pm to Saginaw 
Bay, where we anchored for the night.”  These events are part of what is called the “Kake War.”  In January 
1869, three Tlingit chiefs were invited to visit Fort Sitka.  After a brief scuffle, one chief left the fort with a 
soldier’s rifle.  The fort’s commanding officer retaliated by attacking Sitka village and putting it under siege.  
Two Tlingit men attempting to escape the siege by canoe were killed by soldiers.  A Kake tribe leader 
demanded material compensation for the deaths, which was customary in Tlingit law.  Failing to receive 
compensation, the Tlingit killed two white trappers on Admiralty Island.  Meade destroyed villages in 
Saginaw Bay, Hamilton Bay, and Security Bay.  
 
The name Saginaw Bay has been labeled on USGS topographic maps since 1948 and on Coast Survey 
nautical charts as early as 1882.  
 
The Alaska House of Representatives passed a resolution in support of the change.  The Organized Village of 
Kake and the City of Kake also support the change; their resolutions state “the bay has the traditional Lingit 
name of ‘Skanax̱.’ [sic]” and “the bay has the traditional Tlingit placename, Skanáx̱,” respectively.  The 
proponent reports that both the Native Village and the city government accept the inclusion of the generic 
“Bay” in the name.  
 
The Alaska Board on Geographic Names (AK BGN) also recommends approval.  As part of its review, the 
AK BGN requested input from the Sealaska Corporation and the Central Council Tlingit-Haida Indian Tribes 
of Alaska; both responded in support of the proposal, while the Kake Tribal Corporation did not respond, 
which is presumed to indicate a lack of opinion.  
 
The U.S. Forest Service and the National Oceanographic and Atmospheric Administration both recommend 
approval of the proposal. 
 
In accordance with the BGN’s Policy X:  Tribal Geographic Names, a link to the Quarterly Review List 
containing this proposal was sent to all federally recognized Tribes, and to Tribal Historic Preservation 
Officers for which an email address was available.  The Tribal authorities were given 60 days to comment on 
any proposal on the review list.  No responses were received regarding this proposal, which is presumed to 
indicate a lack of opinion. 
 
II. Disagreement on Docketed Names 

 
Benny Hill, California 

(Review List 435) 
https://geonames.usgs.gov/apex/gazvector.getesricoor?p_lat=38.753936&p_longi=-122.571051 
 
The new name Benny Hill is proposed for a small hill in Lake County and located entirely on the proponent’s 
property.  The hill has approximately 40 feet of local relief and lies within Long Valley, two miles east of the 
community of Middletown.  The proponent reports that the name would “honor an historic individual,” 
specifically, the English comedian and actor Alfred Hawthorne “Benny” Hill (1924-1992).  He notes that Hill 

https://geonames.usgs.gov/apex/gazvector.getesricoor?p_lat=38.753936&p_longi=-122.571051
https://geonames.usgs.gov/apex/gazvector.getesricoor?p_lat=38.753936&p_longi=-122.571051
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was “best remembered for his television program The Benny Hill Show, an amalgam of slapstick, burlesque, 
and double entendre in a format that included live comedy and filmed segments, with him at the focus of 
almost every segment.”   
 
The Lake County Board of Supervisors adopted a resolution “In Support of a Landowner seeking to Name an 
Unnamed Geographical Feature located solely within the Landowner’s Private Property,” noting that although 
the name is whimsical and Benny Hill had no association with the feature or the area, they respect the right of 
private landowners to name features on their property.  The county added that they had not determined 
whether the proposed name satisfied the requirements of the BGN’s Commemorative Names Policy. 
 
The California Advisory Committee on Geographic Names does not recommend approval, citing the lack of 
local connection between Benny Hill and the feature and that approval “[would set] a negative precedent.” 
 
In accordance with the BGN's Policy X:  Tribal Geographic Names, a link to the Quarterly Review List 
containing this proposal was sent to all federally recognized Tribes, and to Tribal Historic Preservation 
Officers for which an email address was available.  The Tribal authorities were given 60 days to comment on 
any proposal on the review list.  No responses were received regarding this proposal, which is presumed to 
indicate a lack of opinion. 
 

Pickering Creek, Ohio 
(Review List 429) 

Mouth: https://geonames.usgs.gov/apex/gazvector.getesricoor?p_lat=39.8672&p_longi=-82.83196 
Source: https://geonames.usgs.gov/apex/gazvector.getesricoor?p_lat=39.9301&p_longi=-82.73551 
 
This is the third of three proposals submitted by the Urban Forester of the City of Canal Winchester to apply 
new names to unnamed streams in the George Creek watershed.   
 
The new name Pickering Creek is proposed for an 8.6-mile-long tributary of George Creek.  The stream flows 
through the Township of Violet and the City of Pickering in Fairfield County and through Madison Township 
and the City of Columbus in Franklin County.  According to the proponent, the name would commemorate 
Abraham Pickering (1776-1833), who surveyed and founded the main area of the city that is now called 
Pickerington.  The stream begins at the site of the original Pickering family farm.  Plat maps from the 1800s 
show properties along the stream owned by individuals named Pickering. 
 
The proponent reports that this tributary of George Creek is known locally by a variety of names, including 
East Branch Georges Creek, East Fork Georges Creek, Georges Creek, Georges Creek East, Georges Creek 
South, South Branch Georges Creek, and South Fork Georges Creek.  (Georges Creek is a common variant 
for George Creek.)  An Ohio Department of Environmental Protection (OEPA) report from 2006 uses six 
different names for the stream:  East Branch, East Branch George Creek, East Branch of George Creek, East 
Branch of Georges Creek, East Fork of George Creek, and East George Creek.  A 2010 report by OEPA uses 
some of these names in addition to East Fork Georges Creek, East Fork of Georges Creek, and Georges 
Creek, the latter appearing on the map where both George Creek and this unnamed tributary are labeled as 
Georges Creek.  Some of this confusion may originate with Federal Emergency Management Agency 
(FEMA) Flood Rate Insurance Maps where the stream is labeled Georges Creek and South Fork Georges 
Creek on different map sections.  The current Columbus and Franklin County Metro Parks map of 
Pickerington Ponds Metro Park uses the name George’s Creek South.  The most recent Madison Township 
and Franklin County maps use the name Georges Creek. 
 

https://geonames.usgs.gov/apex/gazvector.getesricoor?p_lat=39.8672&p_longi=-82.83196
https://geonames.usgs.gov/apex/gazvector.getesricoor?p_lat=39.8672&p_longi=-82.83196
https://geonames.usgs.gov/apex/gazvector.getesricoor?p_lat=39.9301&p_longi=-82.73551
https://geonames.usgs.gov/apex/gazvector.getesricoor?p_lat=39.9301&p_longi=-82.73551
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The proponent believes that by applying the new name Pickering Creek to this tributary, much of the 
confusion will be eliminated.   
 
A query of GNIS found no nearby features with “Pickering” in their names except for the nearby city of 
Pickerington and associated administrative features. 
 
The Violet Township Board of Trustees, the Madison Township Board of Trustees, the Mayor of the City of 
Pickerington, and the Fairfield County Board of Commissioners support the proposal.  The Columbus Mayor 
and City Council did not respond to a request for an opinion, which is resumed to indicate a lack of opinion.   
 
The Franklin County Board of Commissioners asked the County Engineer to comment on the proposal.  The 
engineer reported that the stream is known locally as George Creek, contrary to most local maps and sources, 
and that the stream shown on USGS maps and other maps as George Creek is in fact “Bowman and Kalb 
Ditch.”  According to the engineer, there is a method for approving a new name for an unnamed feature but 
not for changing an existing name and “it would require considerable public outreach.”  In response to the 
“Bowman and Kalb Ditch” name, the proponent replied that “Ditches in the area are just altered drainages.  
Even though the drainage exists presently as a ditch, it was a drainage ‘improved’ by man,” implying that the 
drainage alteration to George Creek was the “Bowman and Kalb Ditch” (that is, the natural stream, George 
Creek, flows in part through an artificial canal, the “Bowman and Kalb Ditch”).  The Franklin County Board 
of Commissioners and the Franklin County Engineer were asked for a formal recommendation; no reply was 
received, which is presumed to indicate a lack of opinion. 
 
The Fairfield Soil and Water Conservation District supports the proposal, while Columbus and Franklin 
County Metro Parks has no objection.  The Ohio State Names Authority also has no objection.  
 
A copy of the proposal was forwarded to the Eastern Shawnee Tribe of Oklahoma and the Shawnee Tribe, 
both of which have an interest in Fairfield County.  The Eastern Shawnee Tribe supports the proposal.  The 
Shawnee Tribe did not respond, which is presumed to indicate a lack of opinion. 
  
III.   New Commemorative Names and Changes agreed to by all interested parties  

 
Carney Run, Maryland 

(Review List 436) 
Mouth: https://geonames.usgs.gov/apex/gazvector.getesricoor?p_lat=39.381651&p_longi=-76.512562 
Source: https://geonames.usgs.gov/apex/gazvector.getesricoor?p_lat=39.390308&p_longi=-76.51724 
 
The new name Carney Run is proposed for a 0.8-mile-long tributary of Whitemarsh Run near the 
unincorporated community of Carney in Baltimore County.  The name is associated with the community, 
which was named for Thomas and Mary Carney, early Irish immigrants who opened a tavern in the 
community in 1885.  The stream is not recorded in the USGS National Hydrography Dataset but is included 
in Baltimore County GIS data. 
 
The proponent reports that Baltimore County recently performed stream restoration on the stream and hopes 
that naming it will encourage public awareness and support for this kind of environmental work. 
 
GNIS lists five nearby administrative features associated with the community of Carney. 
 
The Baltimore County Council and the Maryland State Names Authority recommend approval of the name.  

https://geonames.usgs.gov/apex/gazvector.getesricoor?p_lat=39.381651&p_longi=-76.512562
https://geonames.usgs.gov/apex/gazvector.getesricoor?p_lat=39.381651&p_longi=-76.512562
https://geonames.usgs.gov/apex/gazvector.getesricoor?p_lat=39.390308&p_longi=-76.51724
https://geonames.usgs.gov/apex/gazvector.getesricoor?p_lat=39.390308&p_longi=-76.51724
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In accordance with the BGN’s Policy X:  Tribal Geographic Names, a link to the Quarterly Review List 
containing this proposal was sent to all federally recognized Tribes, and to Tribal Historic Preservation 
Officers for which an email address was available.  The Tribal authorities were given 60 days to comment on 
any proposal on the review list.  No responses were received regarding this proposal, which is presumed to 
indicate a lack of opinion. 
 

Meshach Run, Maryland 
(Review List 436) 

Mouth: https://geonames.usgs.gov/apex/gazvector.getesricoor?p_lat=39.55791&p_longi=-79.35422 
Source: https://geonames.usgs.gov/apex/gazvector.getesricoor?p_lat=39.57776&p_longi=-79.34701 
 
The new name Meshach Run is proposed for a 1.6-mile-long tributary of Deep Creek Lake in Garrett County.  
The stream flows into Marsh Run Cove at the community of McHenry.  The mouth of the stream is located 
within the Deep Creek Lake Natural Resource Management Area, managed by the Maryland Department of 
Natural Resources (MD DNR).  Its source is in the Meshach Browning Trail System Area, managed by the 
Deep Creek Lake Lions Club.  The proponent submitted the proposal on behalf of the club.  
 
The name would commemorate Meshach Browning (1781-1859), one the earliest residents of Western 
Maryland.  He moved to the area that is now Garrett County in 1799.   He and his first wife raised eleven 
children while living near Ginseng Run and the Youghiogheny River west of the stream proposed to be 
named Meshach Run.  A historical marker near Browning’s grave reads:  “Garrett County's most famous 
hunter, Browning wrote the book, ‘Forty-Four Years of the Life of a Hunter’.  During this time he killed two 
thousand deer and five hundred bear.”  He also reportedly killed numerous panthers, rattlesnakes, wildcats 
and wolves in the area.  
 
In his book, Browning detailed his experiences and adventures hunting and tracking in the Allegheny 
Mountains.  An article in the Maryland Natural Resource magazine stated that the work, “While largely 
devoted to vivid accounts of his hunting and trapping tales and the lore of the woods, is also the story of a 
man carving out a life in the wilderness that would, during his lifetime, be replaced by lumber mills, farms 
and free-ranging cattle. . . . [sic]  His memoir is also a commentary on love and marriage, raising children, 
lasting friendships, courage, death and grief.” 
 
The recently opened trail system includes signs detailing Browning’s life and Garrett County history.  The 
Deep Creek Lake Lions Club reports that that “the Garrett County Commissioners, the Garrett County 
Historical Society, Garrett Trails, and numerous Meshach Browning enthusiasts” supported the trail project. 
 
The Garrett County Board of Commissioners and the Maryland State Names Authority (SNA) recommend 
approval of the name.  As part of its review, the SNA confirmed the support of the MD DNR.  A historian of 
western Maryland also supports the proposal. 
 
In accordance with the BGN’s Policy X:  Tribal Geographic Names, a link to the Quarterly Review List 
containing this proposal was sent to all federally recognized Tribes, and to Tribal Historic Preservation 
Officers for which an email address was available.  The Tribal authorities were given 60 days to comment on 
any proposal on the review list.  No responses were received regarding this proposal, which is presumed to 
indicate a lack of opinion. 
 
 

https://geonames.usgs.gov/apex/gazvector.getesricoor?p_lat=39.55791&p_longi=-79.35422
https://geonames.usgs.gov/apex/gazvector.getesricoor?p_lat=39.55791&p_longi=-79.35422
https://geonames.usgs.gov/apex/gazvector.getesricoor?p_lat=39.57776&p_longi=-79.34701
https://geonames.usgs.gov/apex/gazvector.getesricoor?p_lat=39.57776&p_longi=-79.34701
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IV. Revised Decisions  
 

Change application of Mount Logan, Alaska (BGN 1960) (FID 1405590) 
(Review List 436) 

https://geonames.usgs.gov/apex/gazvector.getesricoor?p_lat=61.33404&p_longi=-146.37585 
 
This proposal is to correct the location of the name Mount Logan for a summit in the Chugach Mountains, in 
order to conform to the original 1959 proposal.  The correction would move the name from a 6,230-foot 
summit to an 8,471-foot summit, 1.4 miles to the west-southwest.  The discrepancy was noted by the chair of 
the Toponymics Committee of the Mountaineering Club of Alaska. 
 
In 1959, the summit in question was proposed to be named Mount Egan, in honor of William Egan, the first 
governor of the State of Alaska and a native of Valdez.  However, after the BGN noted that Governor Egan 
was still living, the proponent suggested the name Mount Logan instead.  The application stated that the name 
would honor “Dr. Logan (first name unknown),” who spent the winter of 1898-1899 in the vicinity of Valdez 
Glacier, during which time he saved the lives of many prospectors.  Following an attempt in early 1899 to 
rescue two prospectors suffering from scurvy, Dr. Logan died of exposure on the glacier; his body was never 
recovered.  The name was approved by the BGN in March 1960.  Subsequent research indicates the honoree 
was likely Edwin Logan, a physician from Louisville, Kentucky. 
 
The 1960 decision file describes the summit as having an elevation of “about 8,000 feet,” and while the 
geographic coordinates are only given in degrees and minutes, a sketch map provided by the proponent 
suggests that the proposed location is likely the one he intended to be named.   
 
The Alaska Board on Geographic Names (AK BGN) recommends approval of the proposed application 
change.  Because the name was already approved by the BGN in 1960 and has been in local use, the AK BGN 
did not ask any interested parties for input.  
 
In accordance with the BGN’s Policy X:  Tribal Geographic Names, a link to the Quarterly Review List 
containing this proposal was sent to all federally recognized Tribes, and to Tribal Historic Preservation 
Officers for which an email address was available.  The Tribal authorities were given 60 days to comment on 
any proposal on the review list.  No responses were received regarding this proposal, which is presumed to 
indicate a lack of opinion. 
 
V. New Names agreed to by all interested parties 
 

Gorgon Spire, Alaska 
(Tongass National Forest) 

(Review List 435) 
https://geonames.usgs.gov/apex/gazvector.getesricoor?p_lat=58.802186&p_longi=-134.260807 
 
This proposal is to make official the name Gorgon Spire for a 7,057-foot summit in the Juneau Icefield in the 
City and Borough of Juneau and within Tongass National Forest.  The proponent reports that the name was 
applied informally to the feature by members of the Juneau Icefield Research Program (JIRP) who climbed 
the summit in 1969, and that it has been in published use since 1970. 
 

https://geonames.usgs.gov/apex/gazvector.getesricoor?p_lat=61.33404&p_longi=-146.37585
https://geonames.usgs.gov/apex/gazvector.getesricoor?p_lat=61.33404&p_longi=-146.37585
https://geonames.usgs.gov/apex/gazvector.getesricoor?p_lat=58.802186&p_longi=-134.260807
https://geonames.usgs.gov/apex/gazvector.getesricoor?p_lat=58.802186&p_longi=-134.260807
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Although the origin of the name was not recorded when it was first used, the proponent reports that according 
to one of the ascent team members it derives from the Greek word “gorgos,” which means “grim” or 
“dreadful,” referring to the difficult south face ascent of the summit.   
 
The name Gorgon Spire first appeared in the 1970 editions of Alpine Journal and American Alpine Journal.  
The latter reported:  “The [JIRP] carried out its 24th year of field research in alpine and arctic geology in the 
Northern Boundary Range. . . .  The first ascent of Gorgon Spire (c. 7200 feet), the dominant peak at the head 
of the unnamed southeast tributary to the Gilkey Glacier, was made by Dr. Alfred Pichak, William Lokey and 
Andy Miller.” 
 
A 2018 publication titled “The Alaskan Panhandle and North British Columbia: A Climber’s Guide” lists 
Gorgon Spire with a variant name of Herrigstad; no source or meaning of the variant name is given.   
 
The Alaska Board on Geographic Names (AK BGN) recommends approval.  As part of its review, the AK 
BGN asked for input from the City and Borough of Juneau, the Sealaska Corporation, the Sealaska Heritage 
Institute, the Central Council Tlingit & Haida Indian Tribes of Alaska, Goldbelt, Inc., the Juneau Empire, and 
the Mountaineering Club of Alaska (MCA).  The MCA has no objection to the proposal; no other replies were 
received, which is presumed to indicate a lack of opinion.  The U.S. Forest Service supports the proposal. 
 
In accordance with the BGN’s Policy X:  Tribal Geographic Names, a link to the Quarterly Review List 
containing this proposal was sent to all federally recognized Tribes, and to Tribal Historic Preservation 
Officers for which an email address was available.  The Tribal authorities were given 60 days to comment on 
any proposal on the review list.  No responses were received regarding this proposal, which is presumed to 
indicate a lack of opinion. 
 

Spur Creek, Florida 
(Florida National Scenic Trail / Palatka-to-Lake Butler State Trail / Santa Fe Swamp Conservation Area) 

(Review List 434) 
Mouth: https://geonames.usgs.gov/apex/gazvector.getesricoor?p_lat=29.82848&p_longi=-82.11761 
Source: https://geonames.usgs.gov/apex/gazvector.getesricoor?p_lat=29.85703&p_longi=-82.05356 
 
This proposal is to apply the new name Spur Creek to a 5.4-mile-long unnamed tributary of the Santa Fe 
River in Bradford County.  The stream flows through the Santa Fe Swamp Conservation Area and crosses the 
Palatka-to-Lake Butler State Trail which locally forms part of the Florida National Scenic Trail.  Florida State 
Parks and the U.S. Forest Service (USFS) share responsibility for the trail. 
 
The proponent reports that the new name refers to the horse farms and cattle ranches through which the 
stream flows, and the men and women who work at them.  He states that some residents travel the stream on 
horseback, using it as a shortcut to reach the next highway. 
 
The Bradford County Commissioners support the proposal, while the Florida State Names Authority (SNA) 
has no objection.  As part of their review, the SNA asked the Suwannee River Water Management District, 
which manages the Santa Fe Swamp Conservation Area, for input; they also had no objection.  The SNA did 
not receive any response from Florida State Parks, which is presumed to indicate a lack of opinion.  The 
USFS has no opinion because the stream is not on National Forest System Lands. 
 
In accordance with the BGN's Policy X:  Tribal Geographic Names, a link to the Quarterly Review List 
containing this proposal was sent to all federally recognized Tribes, and to Tribal Historic Preservation 

https://geonames.usgs.gov/apex/gazvector.getesricoor?p_lat=29.82848&p_longi=-82.11761
https://geonames.usgs.gov/apex/gazvector.getesricoor?p_lat=29.82848&p_longi=-82.11761
https://geonames.usgs.gov/apex/gazvector.getesricoor?p_lat=29.85703&p_longi=-82.05356
https://geonames.usgs.gov/apex/gazvector.getesricoor?p_lat=29.85703&p_longi=-82.05356
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Officers for which an email address was available.  The Tribal authorities were given 60 days to comment on 
any proposal on the review list.  No responses were received regarding this proposal, which is presumed to 
indicate a lack of opinion. 

Three reservoirs in Knox County, Tennessee 
(Review List 435) 

 
The following three names are proposed for reservoirs on the proponent’s property in eastern Knox County.  
The proponent says the names are “needed for directional purposes.”  The Knox County Commission 
supports the proposals, while the Tennessee State Names Authority reported that it was “not against” them. 
 
In accordance with the BGN’s Policy X:  Tribal Geographic Names, a link to the Quarterly Review List 
containing this proposal was sent to all federally recognized Tribes, and to Tribal Historic Preservation 
Officers for which an email address was available.  The Tribal authorities were given 60 days to comment on 
any proposal on the review list.  No responses were received regarding this proposal, which is presumed to 
indicate a lack of opinion. 
 

Cedar Rock Lake 
https://geonames.usgs.gov/apex/gazvector.getesricoor?p_lat=35.989986&p_longi=-83.684309 
 
The new name Cedar Rock Lake is proposed for a 0.7-acre reservoir on an unnamed tributary of Limestone 
Branch in Knox County.  The name refers to the cedar trees around the reservoir and the limestone bedrock in 
the area.  
 
Google Maps currently labels the reservoir Dake Lake.  This name is not published on any other sources and 
the origin of the name could not be determined.  Individuals with the last name Dake have lived in Knox 
County for many decades. 
 

Charis Lake 
https://geonames.usgs.gov/apex/gazvector.getesricoor?p_lat=35.987365&p_longi=-83.680884 
 
The new name Charis Lake is proposed for a 12-acre reservoir on Berry Branch in Knox County.  In Greek 
mythology, a Charis (or Grace) is one of the Charities, goddesses of charm, beauty, nature, human creativity, 
and fertility.  The proponent states that the name reflects the natural beauty of the lake. 
 
Google Maps currently labels the reservoir as Pickens Lake.  This name is not published on any other sources 
and the origin of the name could not be determined.  Research shows that individuals with the last name 
Pickens have lived in Knox County for many decades. 
 

Golden Valley Lake 
https://geonames.usgs.gov/apex/gazvector.getesricoor?p_lat=35.989361&p_longi=-83.68094 
 
The new name Golden Valley Lake is proposed for a one-acre reservoir on an unnamed tributary of 
Limestone Branch in Knox County.  The name refers to the golden autumn leaves found around the reservoir 
and its location in a small valley. 
 
Google Maps currently labels the reservoir as Phelps Lake.  This name is not published on any other sources 
and the origin of the name could not be determined.  Individuals with the last name Phelps have lived in Knox 
County for many decades. 

https://geonames.usgs.gov/apex/gazvector.getesricoor?p_lat=35.989986&p_longi=-83.684309
https://geonames.usgs.gov/apex/gazvector.getesricoor?p_lat=35.989986&p_longi=-83.684309
https://geonames.usgs.gov/apex/gazvector.getesricoor?p_lat=35.987365&p_longi=-83.680884
https://geonames.usgs.gov/apex/gazvector.getesricoor?p_lat=35.987365&p_longi=-83.680884
https://geonames.usgs.gov/apex/gazvector.getesricoor?p_lat=35.989361&p_longi=-83.68094
https://geonames.usgs.gov/apex/gazvector.getesricoor?p_lat=35.989361&p_longi=-83.68094
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